
E Is for Experience

Text: Center for Urban Education . (2005) . Today’s telephone . Retrieved from http://teacher .depaul 
 .edu/Documents/TodaysTelephonenonfiction7thgrade .pdf

Directions: Using the FIVES strategy, identify facts from the passage . In the box below, write the 
facts you found .

Facts 1 . Prompt petition: Explain how people long ago communicated with those 
who were not near them .

Response: Long ago telephones didn’t exist . People communicated by 
writing out messages that were carried first by runners . Then wagons, the 
Pony Express, and eventually trains carried messages .

2 . Prompt question: What invention made it easier to communicate more 
quickly across distances? What was a limitation of this? 

Answer: The telegraph, a machine for sending coded messages, was 
invented . These went to a station, not directly to the receiver . It was a 
much quicker way to communicate, but someone needed to be able to 
translate the code as the clicks were heard .

continued  Figure 5.7: Completed FIVE worksheet.

After reading the book The Long Road to Gettysburg, the teacher asks, “Do you think Jim Murphy 
accurately portrayed the hardships and personal trials of those involved in this important battle of 
the Civil War?”

Students review notes taken while reading and reread selectively . They talk to partners or in small 
groups . 

The teacher introduces a T-chart for opinion and evidence . She explains that evidence can come 
directly from the author’s words . It can also come from inferences and connections readers 
make based on their background knowledge and life experiences . The teacher models writing 
an opinion and gives one to two points of evidence . Students work with a partner to complete a 
T-chart before the group gathers to discuss opinions and evidence .

Did Jim Murphy accurately portray the hardships and personal trials of those involved in this 
important battle of the Civil War? 
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Figure 5.6: T-chart for opinion and evidence.
Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a reproducible version of this figure.


